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Ab.tract 

On the gentle north-facing warping surface extending E-W in the epicentral area around 

Budharmora and Morgar villages， extensive lateral spreading took place by the Bhuj 

earthquake. The deformation was generated in water saturated surface soil horizon resulting 

in numerous E-W striking extensional cracks or normal faults and rises to the surface forming 

the longitudinal pressure ridges. Deformational features identified during our field and aerial 

survey訂 emostly gravitational features caused by strong ground shaking over a gently 

sloping surface. 

Introduction 

Anea口hqu必至e(Mw 7.6) occurred early in 

the morning of January 26， 2001， attacking 

an extensive訂 eaof Kachchh， Gujarat， West 

India. It is one of the largest earthquakes in 

the Peninsular India during the historical 

period. USGS located the hypocenter of the 

main shock to be 23.360N and 70.340E and 

22km beneath the surface from teleseismic 

data (Fig 2.1). The magnitude is estimated 

Mw7.5 and Mw7.6 by the USGS and 

University of Tokyo， respectively. The 

earthquake broke out in the region where two 

large historical earthquakes， namely the 

1819 Allah Bund earthqu叫ぽ (Mw7.8)and 

the 1956 Anjar earthqu必至e(the Mw 6.0) 

occu汀 ed.

Field and aerial reconnaissance reveals 

that no primary surface fault ru pture 

resulted from the Bhuj ea口hqu必至e，in spite 

of the large magnitude of the earthquake. 

Deforrnational features identified during our 

field and aerial survey are secondary tectonic 

features caused by strong ground shaking 

over a gently sloping surface; they are mainly 

extensional cracking of near surface ground 

and liquefaction. These features are briefly 

described by Oyo Co. (2001) and NSF-SCEC 

Team (2001). We made a detailed observation 

on the in tense lateral spreading in the 
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vicinity of the epicentral area around 

Budharmora and Morgar to define their 

characteristics (Fig. 2.1)， and dug trenches 

across the liner bulges to confirm their 

deformational structure. 

De.cription of the ground deformation 

Satellite photo around study area clearly 

shows that the intense ground deformation 

appeared along an E-W striking lineament 

north of Budharmora and Morgar. It is 

located on the eastern extension of the 

Kachchh Mainland fault that marks the 

northern margin of the hill in the west (Fig. 

2.2). Along the Kachchh Mainland fault， 

domes and asymmetrical an ticlines of the 

folded Mesozoic rocks are characterized by 

the upli仕 ofsouthern block with gentle 

back-tilting due south and north facing steep 

forelimb (Biswas， 1980; Malik et α1.， 2001). 

The folding in Middle Pleistocene Miliolite 

rocks a10ng the sou th dipping reverse faults 

indicates that similar deformation has 

continued during Upper-Pleistocene to 

Holocene (Sohoni et al.， 1999， Ma1ik etα1. ， 

2001). 

The lateral spreading in the study area 

was associated with numerous extensional 

cracks in the agricultural fields as well as 

linear bulge (Photo 2.1， Fig.2.3). These 
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Figure 2.1. Ground deformations around Budharmora. Compiled by an aerial observation and field 

mapp泊g.Open cracks are selectively mapped and many minor cracks are not shown in吐lefigure. 

A-B and C-D indicate吐lelocation of profues shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.2. Satellite photo around study area. N ote出atan E-W striking lineament north of 

Budharmora and Morgar is located on出 eeastern extension of the tectonica1ly controlled northern 

margin of the hil1 in吐lewest. Ground deformations took place a10ng the lineament. 
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cracks are confined in a zone of about 0.2 to 

0.3 km wide， and extend E-W for about 1 km 

in length on the gently north dipping slope. 

Fig. 2.4 shows profiles across the slope where 

ground deformations took place. Profile A-B 

is an N -8 cross-section across the zone of 

uplift where villages倒 ldfields are located as 

seen iぉ Fig.2.2. The north -facing slo抑

dipping gently (2 % at steepest) may be 

originally a flexure scむ passociated with 

faulting a10ng the tectonic margin. Profile 

C岬 D is a 守pica1 section of ground 

deformation on the gent1e slope (3 % at 

steepest) aむrossthe E-W striking lineament 

seen in Photo 2.1. A zone of extension 

consisting of open cracks on the u pper slope 

and zone of compression consisting of 

pressure ridges (linear bulges) on the lower 

slope c1early indicate a latera1 spread訂19.

Oyo Co. (2001) c1aims that the 

deformation zone extends farther west about 

1 km with minor cracks， but we have not 

carried out field observation in that area 

because of their obscure features. M吋or

cracks striking almost I子W are composed of 

normal faults down -thrown to north， and 

associated with the rotated blocks， which 
resulted in the formation of series of half-

graben structures under the extensional 

regime. 8cattered wet patches on the ground 

(light tone in Photo 2.1) indicate that the 

ground water was pored out with pressure 

d uring the strong sh討ang. E-W extending 

major cracks and line町 bulgesare almost 

pa:r叫lelto each other and minor en -echelon 

cracks trending NW暢 8Eoblique to the m可or

ones are convex to down slope displacing the 

rows of agricultural field (Photo 2.1 and 2.2). 

Right相 later剖 offsetsof field patterns a10ng 

the linear cracks are also observed 

occasionally at places. 8and blow craters 

ranging 泊 diameterfrom severa1 10's cm to 

1.5 m were the con立nonfeatures found 

associated with the cracking (Photo 2.4). 

Width between the cracks running 

pa:r叫lelto each other varies from 20 to 30 cm 

along with some as wide as 60 to 70 cm apart. 

These crac治 are associated with north-

-..， linear bulge .~ open crack 吋1r叫駒場拙， dike • pond 図 de普段。yedhouse 

¥迫 obliquea切 i予hoto 噌 gr'蹴 dph例。

Figure 2.3. lndex map of photographs. Direction of arrows indicates camera angle. Photo 1 here， for 

example， corre叩 ondsto Photo 2.1訟 註letext. Others follow the銅 meabbreviation. 
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Figure 2.4. Profiles across校時 slope where ground deformations took place. Profue A-B is獄 1N-S 

cro鑓 -sectionof註1ezoneofup主食 seenin Fig. 2.1. τ'hen紅白-fac出.gslope where仕1eground deformation 

took place may be originally a flexure scぽ pa倒 的 国edwi出 faultinga10ng位認総ctonicmar炉1.Profue 

C心 isa守pic誠駒ctionof ground deformation seen in Photo 2.1. A zone of ex詑n羽onconsis'恰唱。fopen

cracks on世間 uppers10pe and zone of compression consisting of pre部 ureridges (linear bulges) onせ1e

lower slope c1early泊dicatea latera1 sprea出ng. Locations of世間 profues are油 OWI主inFig. 2.1. 

facing steps about 10 cm high， and generally 
making descending step帥 pattemdown north 

(Photo 2.5)， with ti1ting of the ground by a few 

degrees toward south (Photo 2.6). In the 

study創でathe intensity of the extensional 

The height of the nortルfacingsteep sωrp 

varies between 30田ld50 cm. The axial crest 

surface or the hinge of the fold exhibits 

development of numerous extensional cracks 

ocω汀ingparallel to the strike of出ebulge 

cracks increases from sou th to north， and axis along wi出 someshowing conjugate 

finally dies out with two to three E-W stri註ing pattem. These warps run parallel to each 

longitudinal bulges (Profile C心 inFig. 2.4). other in E-W direction and continue for about 

These bulges resemble the morphology of 400 m (Fig. 2.1， Photo 2.1). In some 

pressure ridge. Opening of the cracks varies portions of the field， the deformation has 
from less than 1 cm to 25 cm wide， and total wavedべlpthe surface resulting into altemate 

出 nountof expansion roughly matches to the 

amount of shortening revealed by trenching 

across the bulges. 

The shortenin怠ofthe near畑 surfacesoi1 

layers developed a~戸nmetric antic1ines with 

sharp nortかねc加gscarp and gent1y dipping 

back limb to the sou仕1. At some places the 

southem limb shows dip up to 120 to 150

‘ 

ア

予attemof bumps釘 lddepressions. 

An apparent lateral offset along an N-S 

extending fracture is locally formed due to 

lateral spreading in a highly moist soi1 c10se 

to a pond in the upper slope (Photo 2.7) . An 

irrigation channel along the fracture is 0玄関t

about 1.2 m right-laterally， but社leru予ture

disappears quick1y to the north. Most of the 
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Photo 2.1. An aeria1 view of the cracks and linear bulges that appeared in the northwestern portion of the 

study area. Looking from north. E-W extending major cracks and line訂 bulgesare aImost parallel to 

each other and minor cracks oblique to the m勾orones are convex to down slope. Note consistent 

right-latera1 offset of field pa仕ernsa10ng the linear cracks. The linear bulges had a1ready been dug by 

previous workers. 

圏直

-~ 

E 、

、内同10to2.2. An oblique view of open 

cracks and bulges looking from 

northwest. 

houses in the vicinity of the study area were 

destroyed by severe ground shaking， and 

some houses were destroyed because they 

were just on fractures as seen in Photo 2.8. 

The cracks down -thrown to both north 

as well as sou th have resulted in a 

development of small depressions at places. 

A relatively large depression of this kind was 

observed in the Profile A-B in Fig. 2.4 (Photo 

Photo 2.3. A close-up view of the linear bulges at 

the trench site. Looking south. Trench A was dug 

across the bulge far behind吐lestanding per回 n

and trench B close behind him. 

2.9). The depression is located in the lower 

slope in the profile A-B. Photo 2.10 is a 

close-up view of the north-facing steps in 

Photo 2.9. The ground across the fractures 

slumped about a meter to the north by 

densely spaced extensional faults， and 

fractured surfaces were rotated with dip to 

the south. 
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Trench excavation across the bulges 

We dug two trenches across the linear 

bulges in the northwestem part of the study 

area (Fig. 2.5). The trench walls are mainly 

composed of medium to coarse-grained sand 

layers with fine sand matrix. The layers are 

rather homogeneous出 ldmay be blown sand 

from Banni plains to the north. They are 

ten tatively classified in Fig. 2.5 by the tone of 

9 

Photo 2.4. A small butザpicals回 ld

blow in the field on the upper slope. 

Photo 2.5. A view of typical fractures in 

an agricultural field. Lookingωuth. 

Ruptures here訂 erunning parallel to 

each other創 ldassociated with north-

facing steps about 10 cm high. 

Photo 2.6. A parallel view of 出e

ruptures in Fig. 2.5， looking east. The 

ground is fractured by extensional 

faults spaced by tens of centimeters to a 

meter and is tilted by a few degrees 

toward south. 

brown in color that is probably due to 

difference in moisture content. Both trench 

walls demonstrate a 句rpical thin-skinned 

tectonics. The sand layers partially cemented 

with calcareous material locally called as 

Miliolite is intercalated along the fault plane. 

Photo 2.11 shows simple fault時 bendfold 

deformation at trench A， while trench B 

suggests over-thrusting surface layers 
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円10to2.7. An apparent right-latera1 offset of an irrigation channel a10ng 

an N-S s甘泳ing仕acturein an agricultura1 field， looking east. The ground 

m仕ontof出e仕actureis locally moved northward due to latera1 spreading 

inahigl叫ymoist soi1 c10se to a pond白 血eupper slope to出 esou出.

forming linear bulge with fluid deformation at 

the toe of hanging wa11 (Photo 2.12). 

Amoun ts of shortening across these 

trenches a児 ca1culatedfrom the length of 

base line， i.e. horizonta11ength of each figure， 

釘 ldthe length of the origina1 surface before 

the earthquake. As a result， a shortening of 

1.16 m is estimated at trench A， and 1.32 m 

at trench B. Thus the tota1 shortening 

across the zone of compression on profile C-

D in Fig. 2.4 is about 2.5 m. This amount is 

10 

Photo 2.8. Right-stepping仕actures

causing tota1 destruction of a f81τner's 

house just on 吐1em. Looking 

sou出 east.

more or less consistent to that of extension 

on the u pper slope of the profile， if we 

consider the amount ofwave-up deformation 

that is difficult to measure. 

Thickness of the layer above the ramp， 

i.e.， the steeper portion of the fault plane， is 

less than 1 m， suggesting that depth of low-

angle fault plane is very sha110w seated. 

Therefore， latera1 spreading occurred on a 

gently sloping surface probably a10ng the 

Mi1iolite that worked as an. impermeable 
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Photo 2.9. A relatively large 

Photo 2.10. A c1ose-up view of仕lenorth-facing steps 

in Photo 2.9. The仕acturedground s1umped about a 

meter to the north by densely spaced extensiona1 

faults. 

depression formed between 

extensiona1 faults down to吐lenorth 

and仕10sedown to仕lesouth. The 

depression is located in仕lelower 

s10pe in仕leprofue A-B in Fig. 2.4. 

layer， and abou t 1 m thick mass of the 

su perficial soil has been slid down to the 

north in response to a rise in pore-water 

along Miliolite layer under seismic stress. The 

movement also caused complex ground 

deformation involving breaking， some 
slumping and some liquefaction and flow. 

This匂rpeof f10ws usually occurs over a very 

gently inclined ground surface， as gentle as 

0.1 to 5 % (Obermeier， 1996). 

Therefore， it is suggested that the lateral 

spreading in the study紅白 isthe result of 

increased pore-water pressure during strong 

ground sh叫ang.

Discu..ioD and cODclusioD 

About 5 km north of Kachchh Mainland 

in Banni Plains near village Umedpur， 

located north of Lodai， distinctive fractures 

extending roughly in N -S direction were 

11 

observed. These fractures are characterized 

by a vertical separation of 10 cm down to 

north， and show apparent right-stepping 

pattern along with 10 to 20 cm left-lateral 

movement (Photo 2.13). These fractures well 

resemble the Manfara fault NSF -SCEC Team 

(2001) mapped northeast of the USGS 

epicenter. Judging from the photographs 

and description in their web site (NSF -SCEC 

Team， 2001)， the Manfara fault with right-

lateral strike-slip is still dubious to be a 

tectonic feature because the fractures 

occurred close to the boundary between 

bedrock exposure 創 ld alluvium. 

Unconsolidated sediments with different 

thickness often result in ground rupturing 

under a strong shaking. 

Regarding the cause of the extensive 

grouhd deformation in the viciniザ of

Budharmora， there has been Internet 
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Figure 2.5. Logs at Trench A 出 ldB. The trench walls demonstrate守picalthin-skinned tectonics. 

Trench A indicates a simple fault-bend fold， while trench B suggests fluid deformation at the toe of 

over-thrusting surface layers. Locations of the trenches are shown出血eprofi1e at the bottom. 
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Photo 2.11. Simple fault-bend fold deformation 

appe訂 edin the trench A， looking east. 

Photo 2.13. Distinctive cracks ne訂

village Umedpur， located north ofLod包.

These cracks are in N-S direction，出ld

are characterized down to north and 

shows apparent right-stepping pattem. 
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Photo 2.12. Over-thrusting surface 

layers forming linear bulge at trench 

B. A rather complicated structure 

on the trench wall may be due to 

fluid deformation. 

discussion on some evidence of a thrust fault 

scarp. As we described above， we agree with 

NSF -SCEC Team (2001) that this 

deformation is the result of a lateral 

spreading. Aftershocks of the earthquake 

are distribu ted in a wide area north of 

Bhachau， and they suggest a south-dipping 

reverse faulting in a deeper part of the crust 

under Rann of Kachchh (Sato etα1.， 2001). 

Therefore， we conclude that fault ruptures 

directly related to the earthquake did not 

appear on the surface associated with the 

earthqu叫句.
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2.2 Active Faults 

J.N. Malik， T. N叫王ata，H. Sato， T. 1maizumi， T. Yoshioka， G. Philip， A.K. Mah宍jan，and R.V. 

Karanth 

Abstract 

The Kachchh falls under seismically active zone-V outside the Himalayan seismic belt， 

and forms a part of Stable Continental Region (SCR). In the span of 50 years the Kachchh has 

experienced two large magnitude earthquは es，i.e. the July 21， 1956 Anjar with ML 7 and the 

2001 event with Mw 7.6. No coseismic surface rupture was associated with the Bhuj 

earthqu叫ぽ， suggests that movement along a blind thrust has resulted into extensive lateral 

spreading of water saturated near surface soil horizon giving rise to formation of numerous 

E-W striking extensional cracks or normal faults and the longitudinal pressure ridges in the 

epicentral area around Budharmora and Morgar villages. Liquefaction in the low-lying areas 

comprising fine sediments was the common phenomenon observed during this earthquake. 

By satellite photo interpretation several traces of active faults were identified for the first 

time occurring in the pedimen t zones along the northern margins of Katrol Hill Range and 

Northern Hill Range， respectively. The active faults have displaced along them the Late 

Quaternary alluvial fan deposits and colluvial debris， resulting into formation of the north 

facing fault scarplets. Our field observations reveal that none of the active faults have moved 

this time. Thus， it is suggested that these faults still have high potential to break large 

magnitude earthquは ein future. 

Introduction 

At 8:46 a.m. (1ST) on Janu出 γ26，2001， 

when people of 1ndia were celebrating the 

Repu blic Day， a large earthqu叫ぽ ofMw 7.6 

broke ou t in the western part of Gujarat， 
1ndia， causing vast destruction and 

casualties. The event lasted for more than 30 

seconds. Epicenter of the mainshock 

reported by the USGS to be 23.360N and 

70.340E， Mw7.5， depth 22 krn and the 

Universi句TofTokyo， suggests Mw 7.6; 23.40N 

and 70.30E， depth 18 krn. However， the 

1ndian Meteorological Department located 

the epicenter 23.60N and 69.80E， in the Great 

Rann・BanniPlains， and measured a local 

magnitude ML 6.9， depth 15 krn (Fig. 2.6). 

This is the most devastating earthquake 

in the history of 1ndia， in the sense of 

casualties and destruction. There are records 

of such large magnitude events which struck 

Kachchh in the recent past， the well known 

出nongstthem are of 1819 Allah Bund， ML 8 

and 1956 Anjar， ML 7. Though these two 
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events were ofmagnitude above M 7， number 

of casualties reported was much less， about 

2000 killed during the 1819 and only 115 

fatalities and hundreds were injured by the 

1956 qu叫ぽ.The main reason for rising toll of 

the deaths and total destruction during the 

present earthqu叫句 isthe rapid increase of 

population in the area. More than 19，000 

people are repo此edto have been killed and 

over 160，000 injured by this earthqu叫ぽ

(Jain et al'J 2001). However， according to the 

local people of Kachchh the toll of deaths is 

much higher than the figure declared 

officially. Many of them stated that， still the 

dead bodies are lying buried under the debris， 

which are not recovered， this was the 

situation almost after a month passed. News 

agencies have mentioned that about 600，000 

people are left homeless due to this qu叫句.

The Gujarat State Government has estimated 

loss-of about US $ 5 billion i.e. around Rs. 

22，000 Crores (Jain et al'J 2001). 

Numerous studies carried out after the 
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earthquake suggest that probably the 

movement took place on a blind thrust， and 

the rupture did not reached to the surface. 

AIso it is not fully understood whether the 

earthquake was an in terplate or in traplate 

ty予札

A short fieldwork and aeri叫 surveywas 

undertaken in Mainland Kachchh along 

Kachchh Mainland Fault Zone and Katrol Hill 

Fault zo抗eby our team between February 27 

and March 5， 2001. Our prime emphases 

were: (1) to identiちra surface rupture 

resulting from the presen t quake and to 

collect the ground tru th of active fault traces 

(identified with help of satellite photo 

interpretation by Mali註 andNakata， before 

this qu誌 e)，(2) to veriちrwhether any active 
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fault was the source for this earthquake and 

(3) to record the magnitude of damage in and 

around the epicen tral area. 

Since the active faults identified were 

only the active tectonic features in the area， 
we presumed that one of them was probably 

the source of the Bhuj earthquake. However， 

our field observations revealed that none of 

the active faults moved during this 

earthquake. It is， however， difficult to yet 

pinpoint exactly which fault moved in sub-

surface. 

We present here a preliminary report on 

the field observations and aerial su rvey ， 

highlighting active faults identified along the 

Kachchh Mainland Fault， surface 

deformation formed during this quake and 
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Fi思lre.2.6. Map showing locations of epicenters of出eBhuj earthquake according to various sources吋Z.

Indian Meteorological Department， New Delhi; United State Geological Survey and Harvard. 

(Topographic map is p陀 paredby Prof.五吋iOkumura， Hirosl註maUniversity， Japan， and is based on 

DEM GTOPP30， GMT; contour interval 10 mト
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degree of dぉnagein the epicentral area and 

its vicinity. We expect that this information 

wiU be useful to evaluate the seismic hazard 

assessmen t for fu ture and to understand the 

nature and pattem of faulting. 

Geomorphic and Tec章。，nicSetup 

The Kachchh peninsula marks the 

westem continental passive margin of 

northward drifting lndian予late(Fig.2.6トThe

basic structural framework of Kachchh 

represents a吋此 basin，which dates bac註to

Late Triassic・.EarlyJurassic， exhibiting the 
longest record of the Mesozoic succession in 

the westem lndia (Biswas， 1987). This rift 

basin is now under the inf1uence of 

compressional stress regime resulting from 

the collision of lndian and Eurasian plates. 

The landscape of Kachchh shows a complex 

structural pattem marked by uplifts 

(Kachchh Mainland) and low.ωlying問 sidual
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2.お'1rfaceDefonnation and Active Faults 

depression (Great Rann -Banni pla加s).

U plifts are confined along the m吋orsub-

parallel E-W striking longitudinal faults (Fig. 

2.7)， e.g. the Katrol Hill Fault， Kachchh 

Mainland Fault， Banni Fault， lsland Belt 
Fault and Allah日undFault (日iswasand 

Deshpande， 1970; Biswas， 1980). The 

gener，剖 formof deformation and upli丘sare 

marked by domes and asymmetric antic1ines 

exposing the folded Mesozoic rocks (Middle 

Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous) in the Kachchh 

Mainland (Biswas， 1980; Mali註dα1.，2001). 
The upliftS， however， are not simple broad鶴

topped u pwarps， bu t are the manifestation of 

complicated f1exures along the bounding 

faults包括討ysecondruy upli立s.Tertiruy出 ld

Quatemary succession with mainly coastal 

plain and f1uvial structures border these 

uplifts. Satellite photo interpretation as well 

as field studies suggest thatせlearea has 

been experiencing intense folding and these 

じコ Studyarea

Figure 2.7. Sなuctur討 ma予ofKachchh (a:fter Biswas and De晶子ande，1970). Inset show generalized 

geomorphic zones of Kachchh peninsula. Box加せlelower inset shows総主dyarea. NHIも N併せlemH辺

設儲1ge，KH政相 KatrolH出 Range，KMF柑五achchhMainland Fault and KHF欄 Katrol註i1lFault. 
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folded structures show its strong control over 

the present landscape. 

Geomorphologically， the Kachchh can be 
categorized into four major E-W trending 

zones: ( 1) coastal zone demarcating the 

southern fringe， (2) Kachchh Mainland 

forming the cent凶 portionof rocky uplands， 

(3) Banni-Plains marked by raised mud flats 

and (4) Great Rann in the north and Little 

Rann in the east comprising vast saline-

waste land. The boundaries of these 

geomorphic zones are bounded by m只jor

faults (Fig. 2.7). 

Morphology and structure 0/ Kachchh 

Mainland and Great Rann-Banni plafns 

Kachchh M出nlandcomprises two major 

hill ranges viz. The Northern Hill Range and 

the Katrol Hill Range (Fig. 2.8A， B). Both 

these ranges are flanked to their north by 

m可or E-W striking longitudinal faults， 

Kachchh Mainland Fault and Katrol Hill 

Fault， respectively. These hill ranges 訂 e

characterized by monoclinal flexures， 

anticlines and cuestas aligned along the 

southern flanks of the E-W trending faults. 

E-W and WNW -ESE striking Kachchh 
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Mainland Fault mark the northern margin of 

the 五achchhMainland， where the Northern 

Hill Range with average altitude between 130 

to 388 m abutting against the low時 lyingGreat 

Rann側詰出lni plains. The deformational 

pattern of this hill range is characterized by 

steep north facing escarpment and gentIy 

south dipping Mesozoic strata. According to 

Biswas ( 1980)， the Kachchh Mainland fault is 

a vertical to steeply inc1ined normal fault at 

depth， and changes to a high angle reverse 

fault near the surface. The geomorphic 

ex戸essionsuggests a phenomenon of fault暢

propagation folding as described by Suppe， 
( 1983). It is also suggested that the 

movemen t is t叫dngplace along a sou th 

dipping low angle reverse fault. Several 

semi-conical alluvial fan lobes developed by 

numerous north flowing rivers debouching 

into Great Rann-Banni depression occupy 

the pediment zone along this range (Fig. 

2.8A). The alluvial fan debris are seen resting 

unconformably on the Mesozoic 

sandstone+shale succession， with thickness 

up to 3 to 15 m and are probably of Late 

Quaternary age. 

The Katrol Hi11 Range with average 

altitude of 148 to 348 m flanked to its north 

by 豆atrolHill Fault marks the major drainage 

divide in the Kachcl由 Mainland(Fig. 2.8A). 

Uplift出 lddeformation of this range along the 

Katrol HiU Fault has controlled the 

develop訂lentof numero司snorth and sou th 

flowing rivers (話剖ik etα1.， 2001). The 

morphology of deformation in this fault zone 

is simi1ar to that along the Kachchh 

Mainland Fault. Intense asymmetric foldi工事

of the Mesozoic and Tertiary bed roc註 has

given rise to the range with north facing steep 

forelimb with gentle back lime due south. 

Folding in Middle Pleistocene Miliolitic rocks 

(Sohoni et a1.， 1999) suggests that similar 

defo口nationhas continued during Upper-

Pleistocene to Holocene. The pattern of 

micro酬 seismicity also 叩 ggests ongoing 

tectonic activity along the Katrol Hill Fault. 

19 

To the north of this fault lies the Bhuj 

basin， a longitudinal tectonic depression 

between the瓦achchhMainland Fault in the 

north and Katrol HiU Fault in the south. Bhuj 

basin comprises thin veneer ofむuatemary

fluvial terrace deposits overlying the Bhuj 

Formation. Whereas， the pediment zone 

along the 五atrolHill Range Front exhibits 

occurrence of several colluvial cones 

consist泊gof angular fragments of Mesozoic-

Te口iaryrocks along with some c1asts of 

Miliolitc rock. 

In Great RanrトBanniplains社leIsland 

Belt Fault is the another rr珂orfault running 

E-W along the northern fringe of the chain of 

islands (Fig. 2.7). This fault showsザpical

en-echelon pattem. Though， the pattem of 

faulting is different than the two faults of the 

Mainland， the island show simi1ar 

morphology to that of hil1 rar沼esof Mainland. 

The nature of deformation along the Kachchh 

Mainland Fault， Katrol Hil1 Fault and Island 

Belt Fault is characterized by the uplift of 

southem block with gentle backtilting due 

south. This clearly制 ggestsmovement along 

a low angle south dipping faults， and south 

to north reverse faulting. In contrast to this， 

only the Al1ah Bund Fault exhibits opposite 

pattern with sou them down.齢thrownside， 

indicative of movement along north-dipping 

fault plane. It has been presumed that 

probably the movement during 1819 event 

occurred along a north-dipping listric fault 

(Bilham， 1999) or it indicates 匂ゃical

mechanism of fault propagation folding 

(Rajendran and 良時endr出 1，2000ト

The Kachchh region has experienced 

several episodes of earth movements along 

the various major E-W trending faults all 

throughou t the Cenozoic， and these have not 

only contributed to the evolution of the 

present youthful landscape雪 but have also 

accentuated the structur叫 pattem(Biswas 

1971; Kar， 1988， 1993a， b). 
Pα稔emof倒的側ismfcf切 fnthe area 

First attempt was made by Malik et a1.， 
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(1999a)， giving an account of the 

earthquakes that struck 豆achchhsince 1668 

up to 1997 (over 300 years)， and plotted them 
on the structural map to get a bird eye view of 

the pattenl of micro崎 seismicityin the region 

(Fig.ネ8C).It is to be noted that mostly the 

earthquake those recorded during the 

historic time shows approximate location. 

The modern and historic earthquake record 

(Malik etα1. ， 1999a)， and the active tectonic 

and palaeoseismic evidence (Malik et al.， 

19守9b;Malik etαl.， 2001; Sohoni and Ma1ik， 

1998; Sohoni etα1.， 1999; R伐jendranet α1. ， 

1999) suggest that the area has remained 

under the inf1uence of continued tectonic 

movements during the reむenthistoric times. 

The pattern of micro-seismicity revea1s that 

the area have been struck by sever叫

earth司u必至esranging from ML壬 4to 8 and 

intensities between III and X +間関

向uittmeyerand Jacob， 1979; Johnston and 
Kanter， 1990; Mali誌etal.， 1999a). Apart from 

the large magnitude earthquakes with M >5 

and >6， occurrence of earthquakes with 

magnitude ranging between M::::; 3 and < 4 are 

more common. Amongst 8Jl these， the event 
1819 Allah Bund earthquake is well 

documented in the northwestem part of出e

Great Rann of 五achchh，with ML 8. It is 

considered to be the largest in the Indian 

sheild， and second a立10ngstthe earthquakes 

that have occurred in stable continental 

region (SCR) of the world， the largest being 

the 1810-11 New Madrid (USA)， 

It is noticed that more number of 

earthquakes with M>5 are confined along the 

Allah 8und Fault and its vicini句r，two events 

with M>5 of 1821 and 1956 (Anjar event) 

show occurrence along thぞ Kachchh

Mainland Fault. Numerous events with M<4 

are seen concentrated along the Kachchh 

Mainland Fault and Katrol Hil1 Fault. This 

sロggeststhat comp何 ssionalstresses were 

released in form of large magnitude 
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earthquake M>5 along Allah Bund Fault and 

Katrol Hill Fault. Whereas， along the 

Kachchh Mainland Fault the accumulation of 

energy is going on， 'and the region along it has 

been experiencing a period of tectonic 

qUlescence. 

Though it was well established that the 

瓦achchhfalls under seismic zone V多 other

than the Himalayas， and has long record of 

large magnitude earthquakes no attempt was 

made towards identification of active faults 

which shows signature of continuous 

movement along them during the Late 

Quaternazy-Holocene times. Also no detailed 

p叫eo綱 earthqu剖{esstudies were carried out 

to understand their pattern and nature. Only 

the recent studies carried out with this point 

ofview by M叫iket al.ベ1999a，b); Soho註iand

Malik， (1999); Sohoni et al.， (1999); Mali主et

α1.， (2000); Rajendran et al.， (1999) have 

provided vital information on the aspect of 

palaeoseismici ty位三dneoぺectonism.

Active Faut1s iD the Kachc主h掠aiDland

The present study has provided more 

detailed information by identification of 

active faults in the 五achchhm出nland(Fig. 

2.9). 

Aerial and field survey was focused along 

the Kachchh Mainland Fault Zone between 

Nirona and 8hachau (Fig. 2.10)， whereas， 

only aerial survey carried ou t along the 

Katrol Hill Fault Zone from Bharasar to A吋ar

(Fig. 2.14). Our investigations reveal 

existence of n umer∞s traces of active faults 

and tectonic features， which are suggestive of 

recent tectonic movement in the area. The 

active faults we found can be categorized as， 

one those cutting the younger alluvial 

deposits and second showing prominent 

alignment along the range front or following 

the old geological structures. The active fault 

traces showing dominance of old structure 

are only the active features we identified in 
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Figure 2.9. Satellite photo mosaic of Kachchh Mainland. Black lines show active fault traces a10ng 

Kachchh Mainland Fault Zone between Jhura and Bhachau; a10ng Katrol H出 FaultZone between Bhata 

Ta1avand Ratna1. The active faults have displaced a10ng thern a11uvia1 fan and colluvia1 debris of Late 

Quatemary age resulting in north facing fault scarps. 

Fi思ue2.10. Topographic rnap showing discontinuous traces of active fault in the pedirnent area a10ng 

Northern Hil1 Range in Kachchh Mainland Fault Zone. Box-a， b and c show locations of strip rnaps. 

Contour interva140 m. 

the area， however， further detailed studies 

are essential to strongly pinpoint the recent 

movement along them. Looking to the 

21 

present situation after the recent qu叫ぽ， we 

expect that this information will play a key 

role in carrying out further in-depth 
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Figure 2.11. Detailed distribution of active faults between Nirona and Kotai. Bold lines indicate active 

fault traces. Combs are on the down thrown side. Dash lines show active fault traces with uncertain 

location. Contour interval in the strip map is 20 m. 

paleoseismological investigations of this area. 

Active fault traces alDng Kachchh Mainland 

Fault Zone 

Scattered traces of active faults striking 

WNW-ESE， E-W and NNW-SSE were 

identified along the pediment zones of 

Northern Hill Range (Fig. 2.10). The faults 

laterally show discontinuous pattern包 ldrun

parallel and su b-parallel to the Kachchh 

Mainland Fault. In the west of the study area 

the fault traces striking WNW -ESE lie sou th 

of Nirona and Jhura village (Fig. 2.11) The 

fan surfaces on which these vilぬgesare 

located have been uplifted along active faults， 

resulting in north facing fault scarps. These 

vertically displaced fan surfaces show 

intense gully erosion by the northward 

f10wing distribu tary channels. This suggests 

that the surfaces were probably developed 

during Late Pleistocene to Middle Pleistocene 
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period. 

Between Jh ura and Kunarja only one 

distinct active fault trace that runs for about 

2 to 3 km was observed (Fig. 2.11). Further 

east， the area north of Habo Hill from 

Kunarja to 1必daiexhibits many traces of 

active faults trending in almost E-W direction. 

The active faults cutting the fan surfaces run 

1 km north of Kotai and through the D hrang 

village (Fig. 2.12). Little warping within the 

fan sediments capping the folded Mesozoic 

rocks was observed near Kotai. Here the 

faults run sub-parallel to each other with 

down throws to the north and extend 

laterally up to 0.25 to 2 km in length. The 

north facing fault scarps show average height 

up to 6 to 8 m. Two traces of south facing 

antithetic fault scarps with E-W trend were 

found between Kotai and Dhrang. They run 

parallel to the m剖 nfaults (with north facing 
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70010' 

Figure 2.12. Detailed distribution of actives faults between Dhrang and Khirsara in出eepicentra1 area 

ofthe Bhuj earthquake. Bold lines indicate active fault traces. Combs are on the down thrown side. Dash 

lines show active fault traces with uncertain location. Contour interva1白血es甘ipmap is 20 m. 

Photo 2.14. Active fault trace on the right bank 

of Kaswali river， east of Lodai vi11age. Probably 

出isfault is an extension of吐lefault 0 bserved on 

吐le left bank. The fault has displaced fan 

surface resulting into north facing fault scarp. 

View looking south. 
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Photo 2.15. Active fault displacing and warping 

吐lealluvia1 fan surface at Jawaharnagar vi11age. 

The village is located on the down thrown side of 

吐lefault. View looking south. 



scarplets) and are cu tting the 組問 fan

surfaces. This suggests that these hill-facing 

fault scarps probably represent subordinate 

or subsidiary faults to the main faults， and 

might have observed the contemporaneous 

movement during the major phase of 

deformation. 

A prominen t trace of north facing active 

fault scarp trending a1most E-W recognized 

by satellite photo interpretation west Lodai 

village (on the left bank of Kaswa1i river) has 

dislocated three fan suげaces (Fig. 2.12; 

2. SuゆceD，φmα訂onαndActive Rαults 

Photo 2. 14). The scarp is abou t 5 m high 

across the higher fan surface and abou t 20 m 

across the lower surface， suggesting 

cumulative fault slip. This fault extends for 

more than 1.5 km and probably further west 

it connects the active fault near Dhrang. 

However， it does not show any significant 

surface trace in field as well as on the 

satel1ite photo. The eastem extension of this 

fault runs north of Lodai village. Here it has 

clearly displaced the fan surface on which 

Lodai vil1age is located giving rise to 5 to 7 m 

戸

F泡ure2.13. Detailed distribution of active faults between Devisar and Sikar. Bold lines indicate active 

fau1t甘aces.Combs訂 eon吐ledown thrown side. Dash lines show active fault traces with uncertain 

location. Contour interval in吐lestrip map is 20 m. 

690135' 

Figure 2.14. Distribution ofactive faults along Ka甘01Hill Range. Contour interval is'40 m. 
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high scarplets on the lower fan surface and 

abou t 10m on the middle fan surface. The 

fault identified on the right bank of Kaswali 

river， east of Lodai， shows sinuous pattern 

striking ENE-WSW and WNW-WSE. This 

fault is probably the extension of the fault on 

the left bank. It is presumed that the central 

portion has been eroded away by Kaswali 

river flowing across it. These fan surfaces are 

marked by comparatively less dissection to 

that observed near the Jhura village， 

suggesting younger age of the surfaces. 

From Lodai further east u p to Devisar the 

active fault traces follow the near range front 

boundary， where the old structure mingles， 

making it difficult to decipher the recent 

movement along it (Fig. 2.12). Possibly 

reflecting an older movement. However， such 

shむ pfeatures could not be discarded in a 

terrain where the alluvial cover is very thin 

and most of the near surface紅白 is marked 

by outcrops of older rocks. At some instances 

between J awaharnagar and Khisara villages 

a few active fault traces displacing the fan 

surfaces were observed (Photo 2.15). They lie 

in discontinuous pattern north of the older 

fault line with little lateral extent of 1 to 2 km. 

The Devisra village marks the eastern edge of 

Northern Hill Range， where the rocky hill dies 

out into the alluvium. This area is occupied 

by the medium to fine gr創ned fluvial 

sediments that very much resemble with the 

Great Rann-Banni plains succession. Only 

obscure trace of elevation difference was 

observed on the satellite photo， which 

extends linearly in E-W direction with 

sinuous pattern north of villages like 

Budharmora， Morgar， Amardi and Sikra (Fig. 

2.13). Further east， it strikes in NNW-SSE 

through Bhachau up to Vondh. It is 

presumed that this linear feature is probably 

the expression and further eastward 

extension of active fault and belongs to the 

Kachchh Mainland Fault system. 

To the sou th of the Kachchh Mainland 

Fault Zone near Mamura village in Bhuj 
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Photo 2.16. E-W trending active featurejfault 

甘ace(?)cu仕ing仕立ough吐lecolluvial debris in吐le

pediment zone along Katrol H迎 Rangenorth of 

Hamadra Ta1ai. The longitudina1 stream f10wing 

par叫lelto the range仕ontfollows the fault trace. 

Photo 2.17. Eastern extension of active fault 

trace a1igned a10ng the range front of Satpura 

Dung訂 cuttingcolluvia1 debris ne訂LerVi11age， 

marked by sharp so・出.ghtescarpment delineating 

contact between the a1luvium in pediment. 

せlIn colluvia1 materia1 cover showing sharp 

straight contact with吐lea1luvium， view looking to 

鈎 U出， probably indicating active feature. Location 

between Ler and Ratnal. 
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basin， a linear feature striking ENE-WSW 

showsw釘 pingtowards south with gentle dip 

of surface due north. It extends for more than 

15 km parallel to the northern bank of Sang 

river. The morpholo⑤T of the deformation 

suggests that this feature is associated with a 

north-dipping fault， which is in contrast to 

the other m司or faults in the Kachchh 

M剖nland.

Active geom.orphtc features and active faults 

(?J along Katrol Hill Fault Zone 

Most of the active faults and active 

tectonic features striking E-W 釘 ealigned 

with the old Mesozoic structure， manifested 

by straight linear ridges and linear contact 

between the rocky outcrops and alluvium in 

the foreground. We describe here a brief 

account of active fault traces identified on 

satellite photo and during aerial survey 

between Bharasar in the west and Anjar in 

the east (Fig. 2.14). Ne釘 Bharasarthe fault 

trace is veηT obscure， moreover， further east 

a prominent sharp feature was identified. The 

active fault north of Bhata Talav showing 

sinuous pattern has displaced the colluvial 

debris of Late Quaternary age in pediment 

zone giving rise to north facing fault scarplet. 

Similarly， expression of active fault was also 

observed north of Hamadra Talai (Fig， 2.14; 

Photo 2.16). One local active tectonic feature 

extending E-W for abou t 3 km ne釘 Jamay

Wadi has uplifted colluvial cone surface with 

down throw to its north. As this surface does 

not show high degree of dissection， it 

suggests being of younger age. 

suggests their tectonic origin. However， since 

the old structure has strong control over the 

landscape of Kachchh Mainland， these 

features cannot be ruled out or overlooked. 

The morphology clearly suggests their 

tectonic origin and could be the source for 

large magnitude earthquakes in this area in 

near future. 

Looking at the geomorphic manifestation 

of active fault traces along the Kachchh 

Mainland Fault Zone and the Katrol Hill 

Fault Zone， it is clear that the tectonic 

activity is propagating northward in the Bhuj 

lowland and in the Great Rann・.Banniplains 

respectively. 

Nature and Pattern of Damage 

The severe damage associated with the 

Bh uj earthquは eis rather unusual compared 

to its magnitude. The Indian peninsula has 

been struck by eight large magnitude events 

in the last 182 ye釘 s.The Bh uj earthquake is 

one of the most devastating and life taking 

even ts in the histOIγof Indian earthquakes. 

Though the earthquake epicenter was 

located northwest of Bhachau， the shock was 

felt by whole Indian subcontinent， rocking 

the far located cities like Karachi in P出 istan，

Katmandu in Nepal， Dh叫王ain Bangladesh 

and from Kashmir (north) to Kaniy心ωmar

(south) and Kolkata (east) in India. 

Destruction and building collapse was 

reported from m可or cities like Surat， 

Ahmedabad， R司jkotand Morbi. 

Damage in Kachchh 

Further east， the active fault follows the An attempt has been made to present the 

range front of Satpura Dung釘 forabout 5 km. degree of damage in the epicentral釘 eaand 

At the eastern edge of Satpura Dung釘 the

active fault following range front has also 

displaced the alluvium in the pediment zone. 

This fault passes through the Ler village 

located on the colluvial surface (Photo 2.17). 

In the foreground a few expressions of f1at 

rocky surfaces covered by thin colluvial 

material 訂 e marked by sharp straight 

contact with the alluvium (Photo 2.18). This 
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its vicinity. The observations made during 

the fieldwork and by aerial survey reveal that 

the villages創 ldm可ortowns aligned along 

the fringe of N orthern Hill Range (bounded to 

its north by Kachchh Mainland Fault) and in 

the vicinity of the epicentral area mark the 

total destruction. 

The villagesjtowns showing nearly 

complete damage from east to west are 



Samkhiali， Vondh， Bhachau， Kumbharia， 

Amardi， Budharmora， Morgar， Haboi， 

Dhaneti， Dudhai， Khirsara， Jawaharnagar， 

Lodai， Umedpur， Khengarpar， Dhrang， Kot出，

Kunaria， Sum訂 asar， Jhura etc. and 

numerous other small vi11ages between them. 

Other m勾or populated towns like Bhuj， 

Anjar， Gandhidham， Nal王hatrむ la etc.， 

observed comparatively less damage. 

In Bhachau創 ldits neighboring small 

vi11ages， populated with about 150，000 

people， none of the houses were seen intact. 

According to the local people， the 

approximate death to11 has been more than 

6000. Similar pattern of destruction was 

observed at the vi11ages like 8udharmora， 

Morgar， Jawaharnagar， Umedpur， Dhrang， 

Kotai etc. During the aerial survey we 

observed that Anjar with a population of 

150，000 suffered complete damage in the 

center of town， whereas some houses were 

sti11 seen intact with less damage on the 

fringe of the town (Photo 2.19). At 8huj the 

center of the city i.e. the old city enclosed 

within the Al包npanaFort， was completely 

damaged (Photos 2.20 and 2.21). The fort 

wall was su bjected to heavy destruction 

during this qu叫ぽ. Even the newly build 

houses and building with 3-6 stories with 

reinforced concrete were completely 

co11apsed and some were tilted by 900 (Photo 

2.22). Photo 2.20. 

2. Surface Deformation and Active Faults 

hard roc匂T platform. 8ut， the vi11ages like 

Lodai， Umedpur， Khengarpar， Dhrang， Kotai 

etc. though located far from the epicenter 

complete damage was observed. This 

unusual damage pattern was due to the poor 
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Photo 2.19. Aeria1 view of damage at Anjar. Note 

仕latonly the centre of the town was seriously 

affected by this qu司王e.

Our regional observation reveals that the Alampana Fort由atencloses the old city of Bhuj 

towns and the vi11ages located in the vicinity before the earthquake. 

of the epicentral area were fu11y damaged. 

8hachau (Photo 2.23) and Vondh which are 

located on the rocky platform of Mesowic 

sandstone and vi11ages like Budharmora， 

Morgar， Amardi， Dhamadka， Jaw討larnagar

etc. located on the soft unconsolidated 

sediment succession the destruction was 

nearly similar， i汀 espectiveof the ground 

condition. We found that comparatively less 

damage occurred in the towns like Bhuj， 

A吋ar，Ratnal etc.， which were located far 
from the epicentral area， particularly with the Photo 2.21. Alampana Fort after the earthquake. 
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400 km far from the epicenter. 

Def・ormationalFeatures 

Field reconnaissance reveals that no 

primary surface rupture was caused by the 

Bhuj earthquake， though the magnitude was 

Mw 7.6. This clearly suggests that the 

movemen t took place su bsurface on a blind 

thrust. The past geological evidence of strong 

folding in Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks， and in 

Middle Pleistocene Miliolite rocks suggests 

Photo 2.22. A view of collapsed reniforced ongoing deformation along a low angle south 

concrete building tilted 90. during the present dipping reverse faults. This indicates that the 

qu誌 eat Bhuj. area is under the inf1uence of constant N-S 

compressional regime， and the present 

you thful landscape is a manifestation of 

active warping or an active growing fold. 

The deformational features identified 

during the field and aerial survey are mainly 

the secondary tectonic features caused by 

strong ground shaking over a gently sloping 

surface. These features are prominent 

development of extensional cracking of near 

surface ground and liquefaction. This 

earthquake has provided ideal opportunity to 

study variety of liquefaction and plastic 

Photo 2.23. Aerial view of destruction at deformational features in soft unconsolidated 

Bhachau. 

ground condition， which is susceptible to 

liquefaction and lateral spreading. This 

suggests that the strong shaking during the 

pe叫{ground acceleration was the main cause 

for the to凶 destructionin the rocky as well 

as in the low-lying areas comprising soft 

sediments. It also clearly points out that 

mostly the old houses constructed in a 

traditional pattem using rocky blocks with 

poor cement or mud were completely 

damaged. Whereas， in the case of newly build 

building it indicates the poor quality 

construction material and design of buildings， 

without the knowledge that such large 

magnitude earthquake will ever struck the 

Gujarat State. Similar was the cause of 

damage at Ahmedabad， though located about 
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sediments and the phenomenon of lateral 

spreading， specially where there is no surface 

expression of coseismic ru pture. 

Evidence of intense lateral spreading was 

observed in the vicinity of the epicentral釘 ea，

around Budharmora and Morgar， and these 

features were documented in detail in the 

previous section (N叫{ataet al . 200 1). Lateral 

spreading has resulted into pervasive 

cracking in the agricultural field. The pattern 

of cracks striking almost E-W are the normal 

faults associated with the extensional regime， 

with general trend of down throw due north. 

At places these cracksjfaults， with down 

throw both towards north as well as sou th 

has resulted in the formation of local graben 

structure. A few evidence of associated 

liquefaction has resulted in to development of 

small depressions or craters ranging in 
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diameter from 1 to 1.5 m (Photo 2.24). The 

scattered wet patches of logged water 

indicate that the ground water was pored out 

with pressure during the strong sh必至ing.

These were the common features found 

associated with the cracking. 

The latera1 spreading of the capped soi1 

occasiona11y shows evidences of app訂 ent

right and left latera1 movement. Width 

between the cracks varies from 20 to 30 cm， 

a10ng with some as wide as 60 to 70 cm apart. 

The cracks are generally seen making 

Photo 2.24. Liquefaction associated with lateral 

descending step-pattern down north and 

occasiona11y south (Photo 2.25). ln the area 

around 8udhamora and Morgar， from north 

to south， the intensity of the extensiona1 

cracks increases and fina11y dies ou t with two 

to three E-W striking longitudina1 warps. 

Abou t 5 km north of Kachchh Mainland 

in Banni Plains near village Umedpur， 

spread泊g resulting into the formation of Photo 2.26. N-S striking extensional surface 

depression or craters of 1 to 1.5 m in diameter. cracks at Umedpur in Banni Plains. Cracks show 

Location is Budharmora. sinuous pa抗em.Apparent left-lateral movement 

Photo 2.25. Lateral spreading resulted白血e

development of sub-parallel extension cracks or 

normal faults with down throw due north. 

Extensional faulting has give rise to development 

of stair-case pattern at Budharmora. View looking 

east. 
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results into formation of small pull-apart. 

Displacement is about 10-20 cm. 

Photo 2.27. Slumping down of riverbed along the 

Khari River at Rudhramata. The riverbed has 

collapsed down by abou t 50 to 60 cm down 

resulting in extension on either side of the bank. 
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located north of Lodai， the intensity of cracks 

is seen to be reduced. The cracks are seen 

occurring in isolation and not in bunch as 

observed near Budhamora and Morgar. 

These cracks are characterized by general 

down throw due north出 1dshow sinuous 

pattern along with 10 to 20 cm left-lateral 

movement giving rise to development of small 

pull-aparts along it (Photo 2.26ト

In some po口ions of the field， the 

deformation has waved -u p the surface 

resulting into alternate pattern of bumps and 

depressions. This shows how the ground 

must have moved when the shear-wave (S-

wave) passed through the area. The remnant 

of similar feature was also recorded on the 

Sur可baribridge where the whole bridge is 

waved-up. The cracking in the mantled roads 

and state highways are also the result of 

extensive lateral spreading of the near 

surface capped soil. 

Riverbank collapse or slumping down of 

riverbed was noticed along the Khari River at 

Rudhramata abou t 10 km north of Bh uj. The 

riverbed has collapsed down by abou t 50 to 

60 cm down resulting in extension on either 

side of banks (Photo 2.27). 

The above men tioned deformational 

features were observed confined to the low-

lying area where the capping of alluvium is 

comparatively more. This suggests that the 

lateral spreading of the near surface water 

saturated soil horizon is definitely the result 

of increased pore-water pressure during 

strong ground shaking， which is a common 

feature found in an area comprising soft 

unconsolidated sediment succession. In such 

case an increase in pore-water pressure 

decreases the granular shear strength of the 

sediments at depth， causing it to f:出1in shear 

over a veηgently inclined ground surface， as 

gently as 0.1 to 5 % (Obermeier， 1996). 

DiscussioD and CODclusioD 

Recent studies carried in this region 

between 1996回 2000 suggest the ongoing 
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tectonic activity in this area. However， no 

attempt was made towards identification of 

active faults and to work out the repeat time 

interval of the large earthquakes. The 

sources of earthquakes訂 emainly the active 

faults and their identification bears 

significant importance towards knowing the 

seismic potential of the region. 

Our data on newly identified active fault 

traces along the Kachchh Mainland Fault 

Zone and Katrol Hill Fault Zone provide vital 

information in this regard and will play a key 

role in canγing ou t further in -depth 

paleoseismological investigations and work 

out the seismic hazard assessment of this 

area. The fact that none of the active fault 

moved during the Bhuj earthquは esuggests 

that probably the movement took place on a 

blind thrust， and the ru pture did not reached 

to the surface. As none of the active faults 

moved this time， there is high possibility that 

large magnitude earthquake could occur 

along these faults in the future. The sub-

surface movement caused gentle warping or 

folding in the epicentral area， bringing about 

extensive lateral spreading and associated 

liquefaction. Strong shaking in the epicentral 

area and places located far suffered total to 

nearly total damage， mainly because of the 
old houses constructed in old traditional 

fashion. 

Since the active faults we found are only 

the active tectonic features in the Kachchh， a 

Stable Continental Region (SCR) in Indian 

plate where the occurrence of large 

magnitude earthqu叫ぽshave a long repeat 

time， it is veηT much essential to carηT out 

detailed studies likewise dating of alluvial fan 

surfaces and colluvial debris， detailed 

mapping of these fault scarplets and 

trenching along the appropriate active faults. 

This will help us in deciphering the recent 

movement along these faults and in building 

up a long-term record of earthquakes which 

struck Kachchh peninsula in the recent 

historic past for evaluating seismic hazard 
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assessmen t of the area. 
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